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Patrick Cullinane said:  

Deal All, 

Latest News: - Maurice Kirk rang me at 3.15pm today (2 August 2009) from the Hospital 

Wing of Cardiff Prison, as he was transferred there on 29 July 2009.  Maurice told me that he 

was assessed by Psychiatrist, Dr Gaynor Jones for two hours on Friday 31 July 2009.  “It was 

a gruelling session, mentally and physically” he said.  Maurice also relayed that he is in a lot 

of pain and finding it difficult to walk now.  Maurice would NOT be persuaded to abandon 

his hunger strike, as he is determined to expose the HM Partnerships, Royal Charters: 

royally-authorised "non-recital" (concealment) and "mis-recital" (deception) and the 

unlawful, MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE POLICE AND THE 

LAW SOCIETY: - 

www.acpo.police.uk/.../law_society.doc 

2 August 2009: - Maurice Kirk would also like it to be known that, he did NOT refused to 

appear at Cardiff Crown Court for his bail hearing on 16 July 2009; he refused to go on the 

Prison Video Link, which is a violation of his Human Rights and his Common Law rights. 

The Glamorgan GEM - Friday, 31 July 2009 

Flying Vet on hunger strike 

www.barry-today.co.uk/.../news.cfm  

BBC NEWS:  A brief history of habeas corpus – 9 March 2005: - 

“Boris Johnson MP said earlier in the week that Tony Blair is the first peacetime prime 

minister to curtail the right to habeas corpus.” –  Comment: Tony Blair brought in over 3,000 

oppressive laws and curtailed good laws in order to cover his own back, as he is commonly 

known as a WAR CRIMINAL and should have been brought to justice at the same time as 

Saddam Hussein. 

"In reality it is no longer of great practical significance as there are today very few habeas 

corpus applications, but it still represents the fundamental principle that unlawful detention 

can be challenged by immediate access to a judge - even by telephone in the middle of the 

night."  -  Comment: Unfortunately not if your name is Maurice Kirk. 

“The Home Office denies its plans amount to habeas corpus suspension.  A spokesman said: 

"We are not removing habeas corpus rights. Everyone has a right to habeas corpus and that 

will remain the case."  - Comment:  Therefore, the British Police State have violated Maurice 

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2200
http://www.acpo.police.uk/asp/policies/Data/law_society.doc
http://www.barry-today.co.uk/tn/news.cfm?id=30426


Kirk‟s inalienable common law rights, here again, as they failed to bring him before a Court 

of Law.  This endemic violation of Peoples‟ rights in the UK will continue unabated until 

Tony Blair and his Cronies are brought to justice - for the common good. 

news.bbc.co.uk/.../4329839.stm  

News update:  Maurice Kirk rang me at 8.15am on 28 July 2009 and advised me that he was 

told by a Prison Officer at 4.30pm on 27 July 2009, that he was being taken to court on 28 

July 2009.  The Prison Officer refused to tell Mr Kirk the court that he was being taken to or 

the reason.  Therefore, I rang Cardiff Prison on:  02920 923100 to enquire.  I was advised by 

the prison that Maurice Kirk was being taken to Cardiff County Court, but he would not 

divulge what for.  I now know that it was for the exchange of witness statements, which was 

adjourned yet again, at taxpayers‟ expense, as the Court and the Prison knew Maurice Kirk 

did NOT have his files.  You could not make it up: 

On 23 July 2009, Dafydd Morgan of Stand Your Ground and myself were in Cardiff County 

Court, as requested by Maurice Kirk to exchange witness statements with the Chief Constable 

of the South Wales Constabulary.  Mr Kirk‟s case was listed for 10.30am, but when Mr 

Morgan, and I, got to Courtroom 1 at 10.15am Mr Kirk‟s case had already been adjourned to 

another date.  Why did judge A J Seys Llewellyn QC adjourn Mr Kirk‟s case before 

10.30am, when Mr Kirk had told Prison Officers that, I and Dafydd Morgan were going to be 

there to represent him?  Mr Kirk is also claiming human rights violations under Article 6 (3c) 

of the European Convention of Human Rights: “to defend himself in person or through legal 

assistance of his own choosing” -  Mr Kirk had chosen Patrick Cullinane and Dafydd Morgan 

to defend him on 23 July 2009. 

Please peruse the following and assess the immediate danger Maurice Kirk is in for perusing 

justice in the UK: -    

The Observer: By David Rose Sunday 26 August 2007 

'I've given you the chance to help, but you haven't. Now someone is going to have to die' 

Media coverage of FTAC to date has portrayed it as something akin to the psychiatric 

hospitals used to lock up dissidents in the Soviet Union. In the Mail on Sunday's words, it is 

'Blair's Secret Stalker Squad', armed with 'sweeping powers to check more than 10,000 

suspects' files', and the ability to 'legally detain people for an indefinite period without trial, 

criminal charges, or even evidence of a crime having been committed and with very limited 

rights of appeal'. 

www.guardian.co.uk/.../features.magazine67  

For the record:  On 29 July 2009, when I rang Robbie Forfar, Lead Nurse on: 020 8721 5268 

at the Fixated Threat Assessment Centre (FTAC) and told him that I was Maurice Kirk‟s 

McKenzie Friend in court over the years, and that I was concerned about his incriminating 

Fax to Mr Kirk‟s GP, Dr Richard Jones, where Forfar stated, “I understand the letter was an 

account of his grievances against South Wales Police, against whom he has made 121 

complaints.” –  It was evident from our conversation that Robbie Forfar is only interested in 

investing complainants, as he failed to investigate the endemic corruption in the South Wales 

Police force, and when I told him that the South Wales Police force had also framed me up 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/4329839.stm
http://www.guardian.co.uk/theobserver/2007/aug/26/features.magazine67


twice in ten years for speeding, he put the phone down on me.  Therefore, the FTAC are 

assisting the corruption in the South Wales Police, as they are locking up and drugging men 

like Maurice Kirk who have been denied justice - having been FRAMED-UP umpteen times 

by the South Wales Police force, which culminated in Barbara Wilding the head of the force, 

making a false Sworn Affidavit.  Mr Kirk was about to expose this HM conspiratorial 

corruption in open court shortly, but he has been snatched off the street by the perpetrators to 

cover-up years of their crimes against Mr Kirk, his family and his businesses: - 

Today is Maurice Kirk‟s 18th day on Hunger Strike in Cardiff Prison, due to the total 

collapse of the British justice system, which was brought about by a WAR CRIMINAL and 

his HM Cronies in „PEACETIME‟. 

News of The World: “Coffin Clue to Murder” 

“There is a Conspiracy to Silence me” – said Arnold Lowe McCardle.  Mr McCardle was 

about to expose the HM Strathclyde Police dealing in drugs, when they used the Mental 

Health Act to section him and brutally murder him.  Mr McCardle did NOT have delusional 

beliefs, as one of the Police Officers he was exposing, just six weeks after Mr McCardle‟s 

murder, was given a six year prison sentence – for drug smuggling: -  

http://sacl.info/   ......  AND  ......  http://www.normanscarth.com/   

the question that now must be asked:  Is Maurice Kirk going to meet the same end as Arnold 

Lowe McCardle, as like Mr McCardle, Mr Kirk was incarcerated by the very same HM 

Partnership mob that he was about to expose??? 

As a BIG victim and Caseworker since 1990, I can professionally say that the following is the 

ONLY „Domestic Remedy‟ freely available in the UK to dissidents like Maurice Kirk who 

was obliged to make 121 legitimate complaints about the Systemically Corrupt HM South 

Wales Police FORCE: -  

Psychiatry an Industry of Death part 1/10 

www.youtube.com/watch  

CCHR Videos:  Where the Truth Lies: -  

www.cchr.org  

Truthful Publicity is Maurice Kirk‟s ONLY hope now, as there is NO justice in the UK for 

DISSIDENTS. 

Yours truthfully, 

Patrick Cullinane, Victim of HM Conspiratorial Partnerships. 

August 2, 2009 7:45 PM  
   

Site developed by AIRBORNE Digital Media 2008 

http://sacl.info/
http://www.normanscarth.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsfH_ap2Wgg
http://www.cchr.org/#/videos/where-the-truth-lies
http://www.weareairborne.com/
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bill dobinson said:  

this is getting really stupid  and quite worrying. he is not a bloody terrorist. he and anyone has 

a right to speak for themselves but they want to be able to cut him off if he says something 

they don‟t want others to hear. they don‟t like you to have a brain and a voice in case you 

stand up for yourself. i hope he sorts something out soon. i wrote to him this week and sent 

postal order and stamps ,he answered and said thank you.  i will write again tonight. regards 

bill   

July 17, 2009 4:27 PM  

 

rogue said:  

this is getting more than stupid, it's ridicules, Maurice like all other citizens has the right to 

voice his opinion, whether any one likes it or not. I get the impression that the whole system 

in the UK being under the control of social failures (UNI FORM) and incompetent leadership 

is slowly sliding in to a dictatorship primarily on the back of the innocent. The whole set up 

looks like there is a vendetta going on against Maurice. He may be very eccentric and does 

have his weak spots, but he also has a point. 

JUSTICE, JUSTICE???!!! 

rogue & braveheart 

July 17, 2009 9:59 PM  

 

Kangwane said:  

This stuff is dangerous when it happens under the counter - it needs some publicity pronto, 

can't find much about these recent developments on the web - how to get it out there into 

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2176
http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2232
http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2174


well-lit, embarrassing places? Aren't there any knights left in the UK?  Is an MP the best 

option left? 

July 18, 2009 7:53 AM  

 

rogue said:  

I think that everyone who knows Maurice personally writes a character witness statement and 

sends it to the residing judge and to his MP the Rt Hon J. Smith. It is also possible to write 

letters concerning the plight of Maurice to the local and national news papers in order not 

only to keep interest open but also to inform the public about the shocking circumstances of 

his arrest and his treatment. His friends and colleagues will know him better than these 

psychiatrists. The whole situation has spiralled out of hand and it is extremely dangerous for 

Maurice, being 64 years old and showing physical scars of SWP's friendly treatment of him 

to go on a hunger strike. It is cruel and a form of mistreatment to keep a human being in 

isolation under any pretence and then sanction him in order to shut him up. If he was a dog, 

the RSPCA would be in arms about his treatment. Shame we don't have an organisation for 

humans. May be the whole affair is put in to motion in order to cover up some impotence of 

the SWP, sorry boys, no Viagra for you here.  

rogue & bravehaert 

July 18, 2009 12:26 PM  

 

bill dobinson said:  

i was going to contact our local papers Monday morning , see if i can raise interest and 

comments from here in Essex. This has gone on for too long. hope he can keep it together 

while things get sorted, i am keeping watch on site for further developments.  i have wrote to 

him again, i hope he can still receive post etc.. if anything is organised on mass up there i will 

be on the first train i can to offer support., just need a days notice for work. Regards to you all 

bill. 

July 18, 2009 4:48 PM  

 

rogue said:  

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2232
http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2176
http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2232


Great, we are in France but we are trying to raise some interest in his plight here as well. I've 

checked the European Human Rights Act 2000 and they are grievously wrong treating him 

like that. According to the Act they have no right to deny him self presentation. You can 

check out the web site, its European Human Rights Act BBC 2000. I will write to his 

European presentative and forward a formal complaint. Excuse all my sarcasm, but I get the 

impression they think he is a Zulu, the way he is treated. I hope Kirstie takes some legal 

advise about his treatment. As his wife she also has rights. 

regards all 

rogue & braveheart 

July 18, 2009 5:16 PM  

 

rogue said:  

Hi! La juste place, la juste valeur, le juste prix tout homme a le droit de ce defendre contre un 

tribunal, un judgement equitable, sans hypocrisie. Maurice est un homme d'une valeur 

certaine, honnette, capable de s'explique sans passer la psychatry. Maurice est un homme age, 

durement, handycappe, par la vie que certaines personnes lui ont infliger par obcession direct 

or indirect. Pour quoi ce systeme de justice incroyable qu'il soit si dure contre un homme qui 

est simplement un vrai collectionneur, de ma part je trouve ca completement NORMAL. On 

peu judge un homme qui veut ce defendre simplement lui meme. Personne ne peu parler a sa 

place!!! I'll connait bien la situation mieux que quiconque. Maurice essai de manger un peu 

ce mieux pour le morale. J'espere qu'au pays de Galle que les journalist prendront ton affaire 

tres serieusement a la hauteur de la rigueur. Serait - il possible que la tv soit aussi appeller 

pour faire comprendre, et de divulgue l'affaire comprometante de la justice. Maurice tien bon. 

For our French followers 

regards 

rogue & braveheart 

July 18, 2009 5:57 PM  

 

rogue said:  

Check out walesonline.co.uk article over human rights act, leave a comment if you like, make 

your position clear. 

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2232
http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2232


regard 

rogue & braveheart 

July 18, 2009 6:25 PM  

 

rogue said:  

Hi all 

just send a message to amnesty international, look up there website it gives a lot of 

information on how to write to your MP and what to do in urgent cases. I think M is an 

urgend case. 

best 

rogue & braveheart 

July 19, 2009 6:40 PM  

 

bill dobinson said:  

hi everyone. amnesty good idea, will get on it and local mp, thanks rogue good thought. hope 

he is ok and kirsty and family. regards bill  

July 19, 2009 8:12 PM  

 

rogue said:  

Hi all 

found a website of an organisation which gouverns the police. The wouth wales police 

authority, which is an independend body of the police. They make sure, the police is acting 

correctly against all citicens. Check it out , I have asked to investigate M's case. 

regards 

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2232
http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2176
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rogue & braveheart 

July 20, 2009 3:46 PM  

 

rogue said:  

Hi all 

Read for yourself, no comment.  

Dear Madam 

I note your concerns concerning Mr Kirk. 

As this matter is one of operational policing and for the Courts to determine the Police 

Authority has no statutory power to intervene or involve itself. 

I regret, therefore, that we are unable to assist you. 

Yours sincerely 

Alan Fry OBE 

Chief Executive / Prif Weithredwr 

Thank you for your recent letter regarding Mr Kirk's  present circumstances. Please allow us 

to take this opportunity to explain the work that we do and our mission.  

Amnesty International is a worldwide human rights movement, which is independent of any 

government, political ideology, economic interest or religion.  Our vision is of a world in 

which every person enjoys all of the human rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights and other international human rights standards.  

Amnesty International‟s program of research and action is focused on preventing and ending 

grave abuses of the rights to physical and mental integrity, freedom of conscience and 

expression, and freedom from discrimination.  

In this context, we focus in particular on:  

·        campaigning to abolish the death penalty, torture, and other forms of cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment;  

·        ending extra-judicial executions and "disappearances";  

·        protecting the human rights of refugees and asylum seekers;  

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2232


·        protecting the human rights of non-combatants in armed conflicts;  

·        working for fair and prompt trials for all political prisoners;  

·        seeking the release of all prisoners of conscience.  

Whilst we would have every sympathy for his  situation, we do not compile any information 

or take action on the issue you refer to and are therefore unable to be of further assistance on 

this occasion.  

You might want to get in touch with the organisation Liberty: www.liberty-human-

rights.org.uk or contact your local Citizens Advice Bureau.  

Kind regards,  

Philip Lim  

Supporter Care Team 

Amnesty International UK 

Tel: 020 7033 1777 

www.amnesty.org.uk 

Amnesty International UK 

The Human Rights Action Centre 

17-25 New Inn Yard 

London 

EC2A 3EA  

Regards 

Rogue & braveheart 

July 23, 2009 9:13 PM  

 

Janet Cresswell said:  

A Captive Population 

http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk/
http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk/
http://www.amnesty.org.uk/
http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2233


For those who are captive, whether in an army or police barracks, a prison, a psychiatric 

institution, a hospital or nursing home, all can be subject to the use of electronic technologies, 

simply because they are captive 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

The human body and brain are the targets. The human body does not have a faraday cage, nor 

does the brain have a firewall. 

Because the individual is institutionalised they have no choice about what chemicals or 

nanotechnology particles are put in their food or drink. The minute particles enter the 

bloodstream and are designed to cross the blood brain barrier. Once in situ they act as precise 

receivers for the radio frequencies with which the captive can be bombarded day and night. 

For those captives deemed “useless eaters” a sudden electronically induced heart attack or 

aneurism will come as no surprise to family and friends. Their suspicions will not be raised 

and they will not enquire into the sudden, unexpected death of their relative. 

Those captives for whom the experiment will last a bit longer may experience a “sudden 

onset” or medically unexplained illness. The illness will be appropriate to their age, body 

type and family and individual medical history. Sudden onset illnesses can be physical or 

mental, but they do have to have a neurological i.e. electronic base because there will be no 

pathology. e.g. alzheimers, angina, chronic fatigue syndrome, eating disorders, fibromyalgia, 

headaches, irritable bowel syndrome, sleep disorders, unexplained pain and nausea and 

vomiting, or any type of mental health syndrome ranging from stress to depression to 

schizophrenia. Many types of modern illnesses or syndromes match the categories of mystery 

illness or sudden onset illness. 

Any pre-existing condition or syndrome can be exacerbated. Conditions which debilitate are 

preferred, like one of those associated with chronic diarrhoea. However, there must also be an 

element of pain associated with the condition. Pain is a vital element in any program of 

control to force the individual to focus on the body and away from life, activities and other 

human beings. The times when they are relieved from it are equally important to make the 

individual grateful for any tiny reward. The alternating cycle of pain and freedom from it 

creates an obedience syndrome as it is when the individual is free from pain that they are 

easily open to the influence of suggestions. 

For those captives where a psychiatric diagnosis is required to keep them chemically 

imprisoned for life and legally under overt police surveillance the process is facilitated by 

putting them into an institution for a few weeks under any pretext. During that time they will 

be isolated, at least at night, but preferably for twenty-four hours a day, and subjected to a 

very well defined and practiced regime of physical chemical and electronic information input. 

Where time is of the essence the individual will be rendered unconscious by chemical or 

electronic means or both and injected in the areas of the body most appropriate to electronic 

targeting. To enable this it is required that there is physical access to a sleeping body. 

The captive can be forced to experience any stage of consciousness at any time of the day or 

night from wide awake to unconscious. They may be sleep deprived for days or kept awake 

for days. This process too allows for ease of programming. 



Electronic pulses can also create moods. An individual can be made to experience any mood 

from peaceful happiness to deep anger. 

Another suite of programmes and frequencies create cravings and appetites whether for 

alcohol and nicotine, or any type of mood enhancing drug or food type. The suggestions seem 

like a subconscious thought and appear to be natural. 

All captives should check their bodies externally for injection marks if they have been 

unconscious at any time. The injected substances to facilitate more accurate reception of 

radio signals can be injected anywhere in the body, to any depth, to suit the selected 

programme of electronic harassment. 

Common external signs to look for are dry skin, discoloured skin, age marks, dandruff, rashes 

and blisters. In the mornings, after the individual has been lying in one position for many 

hours, captives should note deterioration of eyesight, loss of hearing and loss of sense of taste 

and smell. All these faculties may return to near-normal or normal functioning once the 

individual moves around and the areas affected are no longer being consistently, directly 

targeted. However, tinnitus or white noise may be continuously applied all day so that 

memory is lost and coherent thought rendered impossible. 

Targeting areas of the head is used to affect functioning of the brain. Large quantities of the 

radio frequency receptive substance can be injected into the sinuses, through the back of the 

nose and through the soft palate of the roof of the mouth. The sinus at the centre of the top of 

the brain tends to be used more for tracking the individual. The sinus cavities retain the 

substance efficiently and the proximity of these areas to the central functions of the brain 

enables very precise and efficient targeting. 

Injecting the sinuses in the forehead enables accurate targeting of the forebrain making it very 

difficult for the individual to concentrate or make decisions. 

Injections at either side of the eyes once again lead to disruption of thought processes and in 

particular short term memory. The left frontal lobe is used more than the right. (You may 

notice damage to the skin of these areas on the faces of politicians or celebrities). 

Injections to the side of the neck, near the vagus nerve are used for knock out effect as are 

those at the rear of the head under the cerebellum. 

At the front of the head injections sites can be used for the more simple physical effects of 

watering eyes, running nose and sneezing. Coughing and choking require sites in the front of 

the neck. 

Evidently long term damage is caused to the brain and other tissue proportionate to the 

number of years the targeted individual is subjected to electronic harassment. The very high 

temperatures that can be induced are particularly painful and damaging. When very low 

temperatures are induced, blood flow is slowed to a bare minimum resulting in the literal 

numbing of thought processes and the creation of very painful headaches. 

The interiors of the ears are common injection sites so that when they are targeted the 

individual will hear white noise or ringing in the ears, tinnitus. Concentration or clear thought 

can be rendered nearly impossible. 



Other areas of the body commonly targeted are the heart to slow down or speed up the rate of 

blood flow, breathing can also be slowed. The bladder is targeted to cause involuntary 

urination. Sudden diarrhoea can be caused by pulsing the rectum or further up the large 

bowel. 

The use of the electromagnetic spectrum to influence the human body and brain has been 

steadily developed over the past sixty years. Many detailed histories of human 

experimentation are available on the internet from countries like America, China, Germany, 

Japan and Russia, but few projects have been revealed, whether biological, chemical or 

electronic from Britain or the Commonwealth countries. 

Technologies of Control 

RF – radio frequency technology, microwave technology, microwave hearing, silent sound, 

audio data input to brain, visual data input to brain, subliminal data input to brain, 

holographic technology, chips, implants, biomaterials, nanotechnology, vaccinations, 

receivers, transceivers, transmitters, sensors, frequency generators, mobile phones, 

computers, wireless technology, electrical wiring, alarm systems, aerials, antennae, lasers, 

masers, tasers, non-lethal weapons, directed energy weapons, biological weapons, chemical 

weapons, pharmaceuticals. 

July 27, 2009 12:43 PM  

 

bill dobinson said:  

hi to you all, received another reply from Maurice yesterday containing things he wishes to 

be posted on site and made known, as soon as I have decyphered all his notes i will type it up 

for all to read. for those of you who are not aware he tells me the c.a.a have now removed all 

his pilots licences after the police were in contact with them. big brother again.......i will post 

more later. I spoke to Kirsty at the weekend to explain the change of my name.  regards to 

you all menestrel 

July 29, 2009 6:30 AM  

 

m4media said:  

Hi Bill, 

How Maurice holding up? Do we have any idea when they are going to let him out? Its not as 

if he is a danger to anyone! 

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2176
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Apart from contacting every organisation, is there anything we can do? Is there anything he 

needs? I sent him a postal order for £30 to help pay for his telephone calls etc. Did he get it? 

Regards 

Paul 

July 29, 2009 1:04 PM  

 

Patrick Cullinane said:  

Deal All, 

Latest News: -  Maurice Kirk rang me at 3.15pm today (2 August 2009) from the Hospital 

Wing of Cardiff Prison, as he was transferred there on 29 July 2009.  Maurice told me that he 

was assessed by Psychiatrist, Dr Gaynor Jones for two hours on Friday 31 July 2009.  “It was 

a grueling session, mentally and physically” he said.  Maurice also relayed that he is in a lot 

of pain and finding it difficult to walk now.  Maurice would NOT be persuaded to abandon 

his hunger strike, as he is determined to expose the HM Partnerships, Royal Charters: 

royally-authorised "non-recital" (concealment) and "mis-recital" (deception) and the 

unlawful, MEMORANDUM OF UNRERSTANDING BETWEEN THE POLICE AND THE 

LAW SOCIETY: - 

www.acpo.police.uk/.../law_society.doc 

2 August 2009: - Maurice Kirk would also like it to be known that, he did NOT refused to 

appear at Cardiff Crown Court for his bail hearing on 16 July 2009; he refused to go on the 

Prison Video Link, which is a violation of his Human Rights and his Common Law rights. 

The Glamorgan GEM - Friday, 31 July 2009 

Flying Vet on hunger strike 

www.barry-today.co.uk/.../news.cfm  

BBC NEWS:  A brief history of habeas corpus – 9 March 2005: - 

“Boris Johnson MP said earlier in the week that Tony Blair is the first peacetime prime 

minister to curtail the right to habeas corpus.” –  Comment: Tony Blair brought in over 3,000 

oppressive laws and curtailed good laws in order to cover his own back, as he is commonly 

known as a WAR CRIMINAL and should have been brought to justice at the same time as 

Saddam Hussein. 

"In reality it is no longer of great practical significance as there are today very few habeas 

corpus applications, but it still represents the fundamental principle that unlawful detention 

http://kirkflyingvet.com/user/Profile.aspx?UserID=2200
http://www.acpo.police.uk/asp/policies/Data/law_society.doc
http://www.barry-today.co.uk/tn/news.cfm?id=30426


can be challenged by immediate access to a judge - even by telephone in the middle of the 

night."  -  Comment: Unfortunately not if your name is Maurice Kirk. 

“The Home Office denies its plans amount to habeas corpus suspension.  A spokesman said: 

"We are not removing habeas corpus rights. Everyone has a right to habeas corpus and that 

will remain the case."  - Comment:  Therefore, the British Police State have violated Maurice 

Kirk‟s inalienable common law rights, here again, as they failed to bring him before a Court 

of Law.  This endemic violation of Peoples‟ rights in the UK will continue unabated until 

Tony Blair and his Cronies are brought to justice - for the common good. 

news.bbc.co.uk/.../4329839.stm  

News update:  Maurice Kirk rang me at 8.15am on 28 July 2009 and advised me that he was 

told by a Prison Officer at 4.30pm on 27 July 2009, that he was being taken to court on 28 

July 2009.  The Prison Officer refused to tell Mr Kirk the court that he was being taken to or 

the reason.  Therefore, I rang Cardiff Prison on:  02920 923100 to enquire.  I was advised by 

the prison that Maurice Kirk was being taken to Cardiff County Court, but he would not 

divulge what for.  I now know that it was for the exchange of witness statements, which was 

adjourned yet again, at taxpayers‟ expense, as the Court and the Prison knew Maurice Kirk 

did NOT have his files.  You could not make it up: 

On 23 July 2009, Dafydd Morgan of Stand Your Ground and myself were in Cardiff County 

Court, as requested by Maurice Kirk to exchange witness statements with the Chief Constable 

of the South Wales Constabulary.  Mr Kirk‟s case was listed for 10.30am, but when Mr 

Morgan, and I, got to Courtroom 1 at 10.15am Mr Kirk‟s case had already been adjourned to 

another date.  Why did judge A J Seys Llewellyn QC adjourn Mr Kirk‟s case before 

10.30am, when Mr Kirk had told Prison Officers that, I and Dafydd Morgan were going to be 

there to represent him?  Mr Kirk is also claiming human rights violations under Article 6 (3c) 

of the European Convention of Human Rights: “to defend himself in person or through legal 

assistance of his own choosing” -  Mr Kirk had chosen Patrick Cullinane and Dafydd Morgan 

to defend him on 23 July 2009. 

Please peruse the following and assess the immediate danger Maurice Kirk is in for perusing 

justice in the UK: -    

The Observer: By David Rose Sunday 26 August 2007 

'I've given you the chance to help, but you haven't. Now someone is going to have to die' 

Media coverage of FTAC to date has portrayed it as something akin to the psychiatric 

hospitals used to lock up dissidents in the Soviet Union. In the Mail on Sunday's words, it is 

'Blair's Secret Stalker Squad', armed with 'sweeping powers to check more than 10,000 

suspects' files', and the ability to 'legally detain people for an indefinite period without trial, 

criminal charges, or even evidence of a crime having been committed and with very limited 

rights of appeal'. 

www.guardian.co.uk/.../features.magazine67  

For the record:  On 29 July 2009, when I rang Robbie Forfar, Lead Nurse on: 020 8721 5268 

at the Fixated Threat Assessment Centre (FTAC) and told him that I was Maurice Kirk‟s 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/4329839.stm
http://www.guardian.co.uk/theobserver/2007/aug/26/features.magazine67


McKenzie Friend in court over the years, and that I was concerned about his incriminating 

Fax to Mr Kirk‟s GP, Dr Richard Jones, where Forfar stated, “I understand the letter was an 

account of his grievances against South Wales Police, against whom he has made 121 

complaints.” –  It was evident from our conversation that Robbie Forfar is only interested in 

investing complainants, as he failed to investigate the endemic corruption in the South Wales 

Police force, and when I told him that the South Wales Police force had also framed me up 

twice in ten years for speeding, he put the phone down on me.  Therefore, the FTAC are 

assisting the corruption in the South Wales Police, as they are locking up and drugging men 

like Maurice Kirk who have been denied justice -  having been FRAMED-UP umpteen times 

by the South Wales Police force, which culminated in Barbara Wilding the head of the force, 

making a false Sworn Affidavit.  Mr Kirk was about to expose this HM conspiratorial 

corruption in open court shortly, but he has been snatched off the street by the perpetrators to 

cover-up years of their crimes against Mr Kirk, his family and his businesses: - 

Today is Maurice Kirk‟s 18th day on Hunger Strike in Cardiff Prison, due to the total 

collapse of the British justice system, which was brought about by a WAR CRIMINAL and 

his HM Cronies in „PEACETIME‟. 

News of The World: “Coffin Clue to Murder” 

“There is a Conspiracy to Silence me” – said Arnold Lowe McCardle.  Mr McCardle was 

about to expose the HM Strathclyde Police dealing in drugs, when they used the Mental 

Health Act to section him and brutally murder him.  Mr McCardle did NOT have delusional 

beliefs, as one of the Police Officers he was exposing, just six weeks after Mr McCardle‟s 

murder, was given a six year prison sentence – for drug smuggling: -  

http://sacl.info/   ......  AND  ......  http://www.normanscarth.com/   

the question that now must be asked:  Is Maurice Kirk going to meet the same end as Arnold 

Lowe McCardle, as like Mr McCardle, Mr Kirk was incarcerated by the very same HM 

Partnership mob that he was about to expose??? 

As a BIG victim and Caseworker since 1990, I can professionally say that the following is the 

ONLY „Domestic Remedy‟ freely available in the UK to dissidents like Maurice Kirk who 

was obliged to make 121 legitimate complaints about the Systemically Corrupt HM South 

Wales Police FORCE: -  

Psychiatry an Industry of Death part 1/10 

www.youtube.com/watch  

CCHR Videos:  Where the Truth Lies: -  

www.cchr.org  

Truthful Publicity is Maurice Kirk‟s ONLY hope now, as there is NO justice in the UK for 

DISSIDENTS. 

Yours truthfully, 

http://sacl.info/
http://www.normanscarth.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsfH_ap2Wgg
http://www.cchr.org/#/videos/where-the-truth-lies


Patrick Cullinane, Victim of HM Conspiratorial Partnerships. 
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